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Academic-Year Internships 
for Yale Undergraduate 
and Graduate Students 
2023–24

The Yale University Art Gallery’s academic-year intern-
ships provide opportunities for Yale undergraduate 
and graduate students to participate in departmental 
projects across the museum.

For Undergraduate Students
Academic-year internships aim to familiarize students 
with the operations of the museum and its curatorial 
departments. Interns work ten hours per week for 
two consecutive terms and receive an hourly stipend. 
Internships focus on specific projects proposed by 
departments at the Gallery.

For Graduate Students
Graduate Curatorial Internships (GCIs) involve col-
lection research and provide professional experience 
working in a museum. Specific responsibilities often 
include writing for Gallery publications or curatorial 
work on exhibitions and installations. Open to gradu-
ate students from any discipline, these appointments 
typically span the academic year and require up to 
10 hours per week of work.

Eligibility and Requirements
Internships will be awarded to students who 
demonstrate superior performance in their respective 
fields. Applications must include the following:

• A cover letter describing the relevance of the intern-
ship to your larger goals

• A résumé or CV

• An unofficial transcript of your undergraduate or 
graduate record

• Two letters of recommendation (emailed directly by 
your references)

For more information or to apply, visit
artgallery.yale.edu/academic-internships.

Application Deadline: Sunday, March 19, 2023

http://artgallery.yale.edu/academic-internships
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UNDERGRADUATE INTERNSHIPS

Conservation Department
The Conservation Department seeks an undergraduate 
student to serve as the Hume Conservation Intern. 
Under the direction of Catherine Silverman, Assistant 
Conservator of Objects and Furniture, the intern 
will work in the Leslie P. and George H. Hume, 
b.a. 1969, American Furniture Study Center. Tasks 
may include supervised treatment of objects, research, 
and administrative tasks. No prior conservation 
experience is required. Conservation internships 
introduce students from a broad range of academic 
disciplines to the field of art conservation. The 
internship will be based at Yale West Campus. 

Department of American Decorative Arts Intern I
The Department of American Decorative Arts seeks 
an undergraduate student to serve as the Mininberg 
Scholar Intern. The intern will assist the curators 
with an ongoing research project exploring objects 
made of gold in the American colonies and United 
States. Tasks may include processing the historical 
research, contributing to an online database of 
American gold, surveying secondary literature on the 
subject, and conducting original research on makers 
and objects. Prior experience with decorative arts or 
material culture is useful but not required; intellectual 
curiosity and attention to detail are vital.

Department of American Decorative Arts Intern II
The Department of American Decorative Arts seeks  
an undergraduate student to serve as the Hume 
Research Intern. The intern will work in the Leslie P. 
and George H. Hume, b.a. 1969, American Furniture 
Study Center under the direction of Eric Litke, Museum 
Assistant, with additional instruction from the curators 
of American furniture. The intern will work with the 
collection as well as with the Anne T. and Robert M. 
Bass, b.a. 1971, Sack Family Archive, located in the 
Hume Furniture Study. The range of tasks may include 
undertaking infrared and regular photography to 
record marks, inscriptions, and salient construction 
and decorative features, to be made available through 
the Gallery’s website, and scanning several thousand 
Sack Family Archive slides, transparencies, and black-
and-white images to be uploaded to the Yale University 
Library’s Digital Collections. The internship will be 
based at Yale West Campus.

Education Department Interns
The Betsy and Frank H. Goodyear, Jr., B.A. 1966, 
Internship in the Education Department is an 
academic-year position for one or two students who 
have completed training as a Gallery Guide and wish 
to continue developing their skills in leadership and 
museum studies. Each intern collaborates with staff 
in the Education Department to conceive, develop, 
implement, and oversee training for the Gallery 
Guides and takes an active role in the hiring and 
evaluation of new Guides. Additional opportunities 
for professional development in the field of museum 
education include leading conversations with objects 
for the Gallery’s adult audiences. Applicants should 
have excellent communication skills, a commitment 
to diversity, equity, inclusion, accessibility, and 
belonging, a high sense of personal responsibility, 
and strict attention to detail. Successful applicants 
will have a positive personality that thrives in a 
collaborative working environment. The position 
may be held by one or two students. Although each 
candidate will be considered individually, applicants 
are welcome to indicate in their cover letters their 
interest in sharing the position. 

Department of Photography Intern 
The Betsy and Frank H. Goodyear, Jr., B.A. 1966, 
Internship in the Department of Photography offers  
an opportunity to gain experience in museum work 
and specialized training to handle and catalogue  
works of art carefully and appropriately. The Goodyear 
Intern is given a wide range of responsibilities, 
including assisting in the cataloguing of new 
acquisitions, conducting in-depth research on 
objects in the collection, pulling works of art for 
classes and visitors, photographing collection 
objects, and assisting departmental staff with other 
tasks as needed. Preferred candidates will possess a 
demonstrated knowledge of and interest in the history 
of photography. Meticulous organizational skills, 
attention to detail, and proven communication skills 
are required. 
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Department of Prints and Drawings Intern
Each academic year, the Department of Prints and 
Drawings offers a Betsy and Frank H. Goodyear, Jr., 
B.A. 1966, Internship to a Yale senior or junior with a 
strong interest in the graphic arts. This internship 
offers a deep immersion in the Gallery’s collection of 
over 40,000 European and American works on paper 
dating from the 15th to the 21st century. Working 
closely with the department’s curators, the Goodyear 
Intern is given a wide range of responsibilities, 
including assisting in the cataloguing of new 
acquisitions and conducting in-depth research on 
objects in the collection. Often the Goodyear Intern 
assists with specific exhibition and/or publication 
projects. The Goodyear Internship requires a basic 
but solid knowledge of Western art history. Preferred 
candidates will possess a demonstrated knowledge of 
and interest in the history of prints and drawings. 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIPS

Department of American Decorative Arts Intern
The Department of American Decorative Arts seeks 
a graduate student to serve as the Rose Herrick 
Jackson Intern. This internship will focus on keeping 
the Rhode Island Furniture Archive current. This 
online database records more than 6,500 examples of 
furniture made in Rhode Island between 1650 and 1850 
as well as biographical information on Rhode Island 
furniture makers. The work involves cataloguing newly 
discovered examples of Rhode Island furniture for 
presentation in the database and updating existing 
records as more information becomes known about 
objects already in the database. In addition to basic 
cataloguing skills, the work can involve genealogical 
research on former owners and makers. The intern 
will consult records of auction sales, advertisements in 
periodical literature, and queries from owners of Rhode 
Island furniture.  

Department of American Paintings and Sculpture Intern 
The Department of American Paintings and Sculpture 
seeks a graduate student to serve as the Rose Herrick 
Jackson Intern. This position will entail 10 hours 
per week working with the Gallery’s distinguished 
collection of American art, conducting directed 
research, exhibition planning, responding to scholarly 
and public inquiries, managing gallery rotations, and 
assisting the curator with other projects as assigned. 
The internship affords the opportunity to gain 
experience in museum work and is well suited to 
students considering curatorial careers.

Department of Modern and Contemporary Art Intern
The Department of Modern and Contemporary Art 
seeks a graduate student to work with Margaret Ewing, 
the Horace W. Goldsmith Assistant Curator, on the 
study of outdoor sculptures in the collection. The 
internship will focus on developing an installation for 
the Gallery’s Margaret and Angus Wurtele Sculpture 
Garden, including researching works in the collection, 
proposing acquisitions to expand the department’s 
holdings, and designing an installation plan. 


